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PALMARES

A highly effective creative designer with specialist experience in the
cycling and sports sector. From brand strategy and creative direction
to finished artwork, I can attack all types of projects with enthusiasm
and panache, to arrive at a winning solution for all manner of
timescales and budgets.
My palmares includes:

Print
advertising

Brand development
Creative direction
Website design
Brochure design
Kit & apparel
design
POS design
Frame designs

Print & online
advertising
Website design
POS & promotion
design

Creative direction
Catalogue &
photography
direction
Social media
content
Kit & apparel
design

Online
promotion &
advertising

Brand
development
Frame designs

ur palette

The colour palette for all the following logo designs reflects the three
most passionate tifosi – the Dutch on Dutch corner on Alpe D’Huez, the
Flandrien’s on the cobbles of Northen Europe and the Italian’s cheering
on their hero’s in the Giro.
All offset against a very deep navy blue.
A dark colour but not the ubiquitous black seen on all bike brands.

Following new product development, Tifosi bikes wanted a
brand refresh to appeal to a younger and more performance
orientated customer whilst maintaining their value price points.
Following some initial logo explorations, Tifosi chose a
simple and strong route, based on religious iconography that
paid homage to the passionate ‘tifosi’ cycling fans and their
pilgrimages to the iconic roads and mountains of Europe.
The resulting visual development then laid the foundations
for subsequent paint and graphic designs for their current and
future framesets.
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FROM THE PLACE
WHERE CYCLING
RUNS DEEP.
Im

WHEELS THAT RUN
FLAWLESSLY.

W

hen cycling is part of the air you breathe,
the components you manufacture should be
the finest they can be.
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Miche, from San Vendemiano in the heart of the
Veneto, has been at the forefront of engineering
excellence and technical innovation since 1919.
The latest embodiment comes in the form of our
SWR Full Carbon RC Clinchers. With incredibly
smooth-running hubs and differentiated rim profiles,
these are exceptionally fast wheels that provide
instant power transfer while virtually eliminating flex.
Lightweight, they deliver razor-sharp handling and
the ability to cut through bends effortlessly.
Meanwhile, a specially-machined braking surface
ensures smooth, secure and progressive braking.
Experience cycling as it should be.
For your local dealer contact
UK: sales@chickencyclekit.co.uk
US: info@tricoloreimports.com

Supertype, Primato Light
& Primato cassettes.
Available in 8/9/10/11spd for
Campagnolo & SRAM/Shimano

Scan for your nearest
Miche dealer and participating
Wheel Test Programme centre
(UK only).

11t – 32t.

In the Veneto, the heartland of Italian cycling, Miche manufacture the
most comprehensive range of cassettes in the world.
Miche cassettes are made up of individual sprockets which means
you can build up any cassette ratio from 11t to 32t*. So whether
you want a straight through time trialling cassette, or ratios for
attacking your favourite climbs – Miche has the answer.
Scan for more information about the
full range of Miche cassettes
For your local dealer contact
sales@chickencyclekit.co.uk

(*) Subject to version of cassette required.

AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN.

CIMA MONTE GRAPPA, VENETO – 1,775 m
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SWR RC CARBON CLINCHERS
Weight: 1595gr (w/o q.r.)
Shimano/Campagnolo 8/9/10/11 compatible
RRP £1099/$1899
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NEW 2017 SWR RC
CARBON CLINCHERS
• Weight from:
1580gr
• Differential rim
heights 36/50mm
• High temperature
resistant HTG rim
resin
• High performance
carbon brake pads
• Tubeless ready
24mm wide rim
• 10% stiffer wheel
with new skeleton
CNC high torque
hub
• Rim and disc brake
versions
• NEW black/grey/
flou graphics

TESTED &
APPROVED

RRP £1250

HHHHH

We believe our new 2017 SWR RCs are one of the best carbon clinchers in the market, with
superior braking peformance thanks to the advanced rim development in the UCI approved
Miche Test Lab. In fact we’re so confident in their abilities that we invite you to test a pair
yourself. To say thank you, for a limited period we will offer a FREE Zero Point
Wheel Balancing kit when you test and leave an online review.

Miche UK Distributor
chickencyclekit.co.uk

Miche WTP Ad Cyclist AW FEB 2017.indd 1

To find out more about the new SWR RC wheels
and to arrange a test ride, visit micheuk.com

13/12/2016 20:34

Miche are a family run Italian component and wheels brand, who still
manufacture 100% in Italy. In the UK, Miche has always been viewed as
a ‘budget’ brand, because of their OEM offerings, but they do produce
some very technical and high performance components.
Miche’s marketing is directed towards pushing their high end products
into the mind’s of consumer’s by promoting the various aspects and
values of the brand – the technology, their history etc. This is backed up
by putting their products to the test, offering wheels and components to
consumers to try out as part of their test programme.

A look and feel was developed for Chicken
Cycles B2B ads to run in trade publications,
based on their new logo device. The design
needed to be flexible enough to carry different
brand colours and logo’s but still retain a
definitive style for Chicken Cycles.

Epoca bikes are a small Italian bicycle frame builder based in the
Veneto region. They specialise in hand making high performance,
made-to-measure, custom frames in carbon fibre. The products they
produce are very technical but their branding was looking tired and
they were lacking any marketing strategy.
Firstly, their existing logotype was modified to improve placement
on the downtube and other frame situations. Then a new visual
language was developed, inspired by the graphics from the flag of
the Veneto region and a new colour palette created. I wanted a strong
and recognisable colour that Epoca could make their own, rather like
Bianchi and their famous celeste. The result is ‘radicchio’ red inspired
by the famous vegetable grown in the Veneto region.

There aren’t many Italian frame shops who still have their own
painters on site, but Epoca posses a true artist. Because of this
capability, they offer each frame with the option of custom design
paint schemes.
I design all of Epoca’s custom frames. This particular design was
commissioned by Cyclist magazine for a special test review of the
Epoca R60 frame. They asked for a design based around an octopus
theme. Utilising the properties of two-tone paint, and working
with the effect of gloss and matt finishes, I designed a scheme that
wrapped the octopus tentacles around the frame’s tubes emanating
from the octopus’s head on the head tube. The result is a head
turning bike and a definite conversation starter!

Chicken Cycles wanted a big push on the new
range of Cinelli bikes. A legendary Italian brand
from Milan, they had developed a new product
direction and visual language – artistic, bold and
colourful, that veered away from the usual black
‘stealth’ bikes.
Taking the new artistic direction as inspiration, a
template was designed for a series of ads that
placed the bikes in a contemporary art gallery
environment, with accompanying graphics that
echoed the designs on the actual bikes.

0737 548 5553
raceradio@creativepuncheur.com

